
Enterprise Development Training Course 
 
DAY TWO - SESSION SEVEN 
 

The 'Dynamic Balance Sheet' 
 
Objective: to enable participants to apply, expand and test what they have learned so far 

about simple accounts, in order to be able to elicit simple figures from real 
businesses. 

 
Time:   Two to three hours. 
 
 
Advance Preparation: 

It is of course vital that the instructor should be fully prepared for every session; this session is 
particularly demanding, however, and you should not only read through it carefully and make sure 
you understand every step but you should also be ready for participants to ask you how other types 
of transactions, which may not be included in this example, should be dealt with. You may also 
have to allow time for individual discussions with some participants after the session. 
 
 
Session Guide: 
 
1. Warn participants that they are now to have an opportunity to test what they have learned in 

the previous session, and to identify and fill any gaps. Stress that neither this nor any other part 
of the course is an 'examination' or test in the sense to which they are probably accustomed. 
The purpose of our tests is to find out for ourselves what further we need to learn, and the only 
person whose skill is being tested in the traditional way is you, the instructor. 

 

2. Refer back to the 'still picture' of the very first stage of a participant's enterprise experience 
business which was produced in step 6 of the last session. In order to keep the exercise simple, 
this should be a trading business, with no processing or manufacturing involved. Write the same 
figures on the board again (or work from the figures given in this session guide if you prefer). 

 
Uses  ($) Sources  ($) 

Cash 10 The owner 10 

Total 10 Total 10 
 
 

Ask a participant to suggest what might be the next transaction in this business. Stress that the 
transactions which he and subsequent participants suggest need not be realistic or carefully 
thought out. The objective is to try to see how all kinds of transactions affect the financial 
condition. 

 
 

Note:  
In order to demonstrate 'the dynamic balance sheet' exercise this session guide uses certain figures 
and transactions. Whether you choose to use these or your own figures which you work out in 
advance, you should write down each transaction on the board, as is done in this material, and then 
ask a participant to suggest how the figures should be changed. It is better, although rather more 
difficult for the instructor, to ask the participants in turn both to suggest transactions and to 
suggest how the 'still picture' should be changed to show the new situation. If you do this, it is 
important also to keep a record of the transactions for the final part of the session, since you should 
show the effect of each new transaction by just changing the relevant figure on the board each 
time, in order to maintain the pace. You may ask a reliable participant to make a note of each 
transaction for you. 
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3. The next transaction is: 
 

The business buys $6 worth of goods for resale, paid in cash.  (Note that we refer to 'the 
business' rather than 'the owner', in order to stress that the figures relate to the business as a 
separate entity from the person who owns it.) 
 
Ask how the statement of condition should be changed and elicit the following answer: 

 
Uses  ($) Sources  ($) 

Cash 4 The owner 10 

Stocks 6   

Total 10 Total 10 
 

Stress that the total amount of money in the business has not changed; the only difference is in 
the way it is being used. 

 

4. Go round the class, asking each participant in turn to suggest a transaction and to say how the 
figures should be changed. In the session guide, we shall simply show suggested transactions 
followed by the revised figures and any special points regarding that entry. 

 
The business sells goods, which cost $3, for $4 in cash. 

 
Uses  ($) Sources  ($) 

Cash 8 The owner 10 

Stocks 3 Profit 1 

Total 11 Total 11 
 

The business now owns $1 more than it did before and the source of this new money is the 
profit made on the sale. 

 

5. The business puts $2 in a bank savings account. 
 

Uses  ($) Sources  ($) 

Cash 6 The owner 10 

Bank account 2   

Stocks 3 Retained profit 1 

Total 11 Total 11 
 
 
6. The business sells goods, which cost $2, for $3 on credit. 
 

Uses  ($) Sources  ($) 

Cash 6 The owner 10 

Bank account 2   

Owed to business 3   

Stocks 1 Retained profit 2 

Total 12 Total 12 
 

The customer’s debt is 'owned' by the business.  It is a right to receive the money in the future. 
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7. The business buys $5 worth of new stocks for cash. 
 

Uses  ($) Sources  ($) 

Cash 1 The owner 10 

Bank account 2   

Owed to business 3   

Stocks 6 Retained profit 2 

Total 12 Total 12 
 
 
8. The credit customer pays $2 of her debt in cash. 
 

Uses  ($) Sources  ($) 

Cash 3 The owner 10 

Bank account 2   

Owed to business 1   

Stocks 6 Retained profit 2 

Total 12 Total 12 
 

The total amount of money in the business has not changed, since the profit was made when 
the goods were sold, not when they were paid for. 

 

9. The owner takes $1 cash out of the business for her own use. 
 

Uses  ($) Sources  ($) 

Cash 2 The owner 10 

Bank account 2   

Owed to business 1   

Stocks 6 Retained profit 1 

Total 11 Total 11 
 

The source figure for profits has gone down by $1.  It does not matter whether this withdrawal 
by the owner is called 'wages' or 'drawings'; the effect on the figures, and on the financial 
position of the business, is the same. 

 

10. The business buys $3 worth of goods, on credit. 
 

Uses  ($) Sources  ($) 

Cash 2 The owner 10 

Bank account 2 Owed to supplier 3 

Owed to business 1   

Stocks 9 Retained profit 1 

Total 14 Total 14 
 
Three dollars more has come into the business, in the form of credit from a supplier, which is the 
same as a loan to the business. 
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11. The business sells goods which cost $5 for $7.  The customer pays $3 in cash and is allowed 
credit for the balance of $4. 

 
Uses  ($) Sources  ($) 

Cash 5 The owner 10 

Bank account 2 Owed to supplier 3 

Owed to business 5   

Stocks 4 Retained profit 3 

Total 16 Total 16 
 
 

Note: 
Ensure that every participant and not just the one who suggests each transaction, fully understands 
the figures at each stage.  More complex transactions should be gone through in detail, showing how 
each aspect of the transaction is reflected in the figures. 

 

12. The customer who owed the earlier debt of $1 dies and the debt has to be 'written off'. 
 

Uses  ($) Sources  ($) 

Cash 5 The owner 10 

Bank account 2 Owed to supplier 3 

Owed to business 4   

Stocks 4 Retained profit 2 

Total 15 Total 15 
 
 
13. A customer makes an advance deposit of $2 to reserve goods which she will take in the future 
 

Uses  ($) Sources  ($) 

Cash 7 The owner 10 

Bank account 2 Owed to supplier 3 

Owed to business 4 Customer deposit 2 

Stocks 4 Retained profit 2 

Total 17 Total 17 
 

The business owes the customer $2, until she takes the goods. 
 

14. The customer who left the $2 deposit, buys goods, which cost the business $4, for $5, paying 
the balance in cash. 

 
Uses  ($) Sources  ($) 

Cash 10 The owner 10 

Bank account 2 Owed to supplier 3 

Owed to business 4 Customer deposit 0 

Stocks 0 Retained profit 3 

Total 16 Total 16 
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The business in total is 'worth' $1 less than before, but the owner's share of the total has gone up, 
because the sum owed by the business has gone down by $2 but the profit has gone up by $1. 
 

15. The business borrows $5 from a moneylender and spends this money on new stocks. 
 

Uses  ($) Sources  ($) 

Cash 10 The owner 10 

Bank account 2 Owed to supplier 3 

Owed to business 4 Loan 5 

Stocks 5 Retained profit 3 

Total 21 Total 21 
 
 
16. The business repays the supplier his $3. 
 

Uses  ($) Sources  ($) 

Cash 7 The owner 10 

Bank account 2 Owed to supplier 0 

Owed to business 4 Loan 5 

Stocks 5 Retained profit 3 

Total 18 Total 18 
 
 
17. The business repays the moneylender's loan, plus $1 interest. 
 

Uses  ($) Sources  ($) 

Cash 1 The owner 10 

Bank account 2 Owed to supplier 0 

Owed to business 4 Loan 0 

Stocks 5 Retained profit 2 

Total 12 Total 12 
 

The interest payment was an expense, just like wages or supplies. 
 

18. The owner is tired of the business, so the remaining stock of goods, which cost $5, is sold off at 
a loss, for $3 in cash. 

 
Uses  ($) Sources  ($) 

Cash 4 The owner 10 

Bank account 2 Owed to supplier 0 

Owed to business 4 Loan 0 

Stocks 0 Retained profit 0 

Total 10 Total 10 
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19. The owner decides to 'wind up' the business. She closes the bank account, gets the customer 
who owes $4 to pay his debt and takes her money back from the business into her own pocket. 

 
Uses  ($) Sources  ($) 

Cash 8 The owner 10 

Bank account 2 Owed to supplier 0 

Owed to business 0 Loan 0 

Stocks 0 Retained profit 0 

Total 10 Total 10 
 

The business has now returned to the same position as it was in when it started.  
 

20. Ask participants who have some accounting knowledge whether this approach is familiar to 
them.  Are balance sheets often used in this way? 

 
They may comment that 'balance sheets' are not used like this; they are only prepared at the 
end of accounting periods and are made up of the 'balances' of all the various accounts. The 
balance sheet is usually the last item to be prepared by an accountant, as a summary of all the 
other records.  
 
They are right but the purpose of this exercise has not been to show what traditional 
accountants do for the type of formal businesses which have traditional accounts (which their 
owners very often do not understand and rarely use except to satisfy legal requirements). The 
exercise should have shown all participants how easy it is to produce a simple financial 'still 
picture' of a business at any time. 
 
We shall now produce a 'moving picture' or statement of operations. 

 

21. Write on the board a summary list of all the transactions:  
 

a) The owner invests $10 in the business, in cash. 
b) The business buys $6 worth of goods for resale, for cash. 
c) The business sells goods, which cost $3, for $4 in cash. 
d) The business puts $2 in a bank savings account. 
e) The business sells goods, which cost $2 for $3, on credit. 
f) The business buys $5 worth of new stocks, paid in cash. 
g) The credit customer pays $2 of her debt, in cash. 
h) The owner takes $1 cash out of the business for her own use. 
i) The business buys $3 worth of goods, on credit. 
j) The business sells $5 worth of goods for $7; the customer pays $30 in cash and is allowed 

credit for the balance of $4. 
k) The customer who owed the earlier debt of $1 dies, and the debt has to be 'written off'. 
l) A customer makes an advance deposit of $2 to reserve goods which she will take in the 

future. 
m) The customer who left the $2 deposit buys goods, which cost the business $4, for $5, paying 

cash for the balance. 
n) The business borrows $5 from a moneylender, and spends this money on new stocks. 
o) The business repays the supplier his $3. 
p) The business repays the moneylender's loan, plus $1 interest. 
q) The owner is tired of the business, so the remaining stock of goods, which cost $5, are sold 

off at a loss, for $3 in cash. 
r) The owner decides to 'wind up' the business; she closes the bank account, gets the customer 

who owes $4 to pay his debt and takes her money back from the business into her own 
pocket. 

 
Ask participants to go through this list, and to select those transactions which belong in the 
statement of profit and loss.  Allow up to ten minutes for this.  Some participants will find 
difficulty in deciding which items are relevant.  
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Using the above list of transactions, the transactions to be included are:  

c, e, h, j, k, m, p and q.  
Only these involve the business in making a profit or a loss.  
 
Ask why items such as: a, b, d, f, g, i, l, n, o and r are not included.  
 
Elicit the conclusion that these transactions only involve money being moved from one form of 
use to another, e.g. 
• when an amount owing to the business is changed to cash, because the bill is paid, 
• when new stocks are bought, moving money from 'cash' to 'stocks',  
• when new money is being brought into the business from the outside, such as from the 

owner, a bank or moneylender, a customer's deposit or supplier's credit.  
This is not money which has been earned by the business. 

 

22. Ask participants to work out from the relevant transactions the result of the business during its 
life.  Is it the same as the result shown by the 'dynamic balance sheet' exercise? 

 
Allow up to fifteen minutes for this; elicit the following calculation: 

 
 $ 
 Sales  (4+3+7+5+3) 22 
Less Purchases (6+5+3+5) 19 
 Interest  1 
 Bad debt 1 

PROFIT 1 
 Personal drawing  1 
 Retained profit 0 

 
 

23. It is difficult both to maintain the pace of this exercise and to ensure that all participants 
understand each stage of it. Remind participants that they should admit that they are confused 
if they are, and reassure them that the next session will give them an opportunity to reinforce 
what they have learned and to clarify points of uncertainty.  

 

24. Ask any accountants in the group whether they prepare balance sheets and profit or loss 
accounts for businesses, or their NGOs, in this way. It is unlikely that any do.  If time allows, ask 
an accountant very briefly to describe a standard double entry accounting system, using a cash 
book, day books, ledgers, trial balances and so on. 

 
It should be clear that such systems are quite inappropriate for micro-enterprises and that most 
NGO staff themselves cannot understand them. Show that the simple exercises in the last two 
sessions have demonstrated that it is actually quite easy to produce the two basic accounting 
statements, the balance sheet and the profit and loss account, from a simple list of 
transactions.  
 
Larger and more complicated enterprises need more complex accounting systems; accountants 
should be able to explain them to the people who will use them such as NGO staff.  NGO staff 
should be able to make simple assessments of micro-enterprises and explain them to their 
owners, and to show them how to keep whatever simple records they may need. Appropriate 
records will be covered later in the course. 

 

25. The enterprise experience businesses provide an ideal basis for applying what has been learned. 
Participants can make up 'still pictures' of their businesses and change them after each 
transaction. They should approach their colleagues or the instructor if they are not able to 
decide how a particular transaction should be entered.  
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